A NEW ROTATIONAL RELAXATION MODEL FOR USE IN HYPERSONIC COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
sented. The new model is applied to the continuum study of R = non-dimensional energy of ith state normal shock wave structure using both the Burnett equa-F(T) = non-dimensional function tions and a simplified nonlinear constitutive relatio:. Com-F = flux vector parisons are made between shock wave temperature profiles G( T) = non-dimensional function generated from the new model and those generated using H(T, Tt) = non-dimensional function the Landau-Teller model. Comparisons of shock recipro-,, = maximum allowable quantum number cal thicknesses between experimental data for nitrogen and k = Boltzmann's constant continuum solutions using both rotational models are made. Ki=j = transition rate from state i to j The new rotational model agrees well with experiment up to I = temporal index Mach 6, and under predicts shock thickness at higher Mach n = an exponent for the new rotational model numbers. The Landau-Teller model agrees well with exper-NASP = National Aerospace Plane imental shock thickness up to Mach 3, and over predicts the Ni = number density of it h quantum state thickness at higher Mach numbers. A modification to the p = pRTt, thermodynamic pressure rotational collision number in the Landau-Teller model is q = one dimensional monatomic heat flux vector found to give results which agree with experimental shock qa = addition to heat flux for diatomic gas thicknesses at all Mach numbers up to 11. R = gas constant Nqmenclature t a = shock reciprocal thickness (2)).
The method used to develop the new algorithm involves solving the master equation for stationary adiabatic rotational relaxation. The master equation (Eq. (3)) is a set ZR = Z' (2) of rate equations which describe the evolution of rotational
Lordi and Mates 9 also make the same assumption in their dN, computation of ZR. Table 1 and Chapman' 0 to yield accurate shock profiles for Since the process is adiabatic, total energy is constant, and monatomic gases, and (2) a simplified nonlinear contranslational energy is easily obtained by subtracting rota-l stitutive relation based on earlier work of Chapman, et tional energy from the prescribed total energy. 
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Note that the reference energy, e, represents the value of This assumes that both n and ZR are only weak functions of rotational energy that would be present if the total thermal T and Tr. This assumption will be justified by the results. energy present were equipartitioned. This choice makes Now that n is known, ZR is obtained by simple substitution the reference energy constant for the adiabatic relaxation into Eq (8a). process, but it will not be constant in an actual applica-ZR and n were calculated from numerous solutions of tion such as the shock wave problem. The form of Eq. (8) the master equation where two parameters, total energy and is such that it is applicable to both situations when T, is the ratio T/T, were varied. Initial rotational quantum state less than T and when T', is greater than Tt. This coredistributions were assumed to be Boltzmann at the tempersponds to both compressing and expanding flows. It is asature T,. The values of "RZ and n were calculated only sumed a priori that Z. and n will not be constant but in at points near the initial condition since it was found that general functions of both the T and Tr. The conventional as the rotational energy departed from Boltzmann distriLandau-Teller method is recovered if one chooses n = I butions the values of ZR and n were no longer properties and ZR (Tt, T,) = ZR (T), a function of translational temof macroscopic quantities, but began to depend on the disperature only. tribution itself. This assumption unfortunately limits the The parameters ZR and n were determined as follows, new model; however, as mentioned above, the derivation As mentioned above, the master equation solution yields of Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck also makes this assumpthe time rate of change of rotational energy. Since the solution. Furthermore, ultrasonic determinations of ZR and the tion procedure used was a numerical technique for solving spectroscopic determinations of K,., are made using data stiff systems of ordinary differential equations, one obtains that is taken when a Boltzmann distribution over rotational the energies at a discrete number of points in time rather states exists. than continuously over time. The temporal derivative of the In order to apply the above results. to hypersonic CFD, rotational energy was then obtained by summing the masit is desirable to obtain suitable curve fits for n and Z. ter equation (Eq. (3)) over quantum space at each discrete
The equations below present curve fits used in the shock point, 1, in time. simulations presented in this paper. AAA 89-1737
Lions yield erroneous results.
T
In the case of shock wave structure, the shortcomings Tt of the Navier-Stokes equations are the constitutive rela- 
Landau-Teller
The additional terms in the stress and heat flux have been D a a chosen such that the model, when applied to shock wave Dt -8t uax structure in argon, gives experimentally measured shock wave reciprocal thickness and approximately the same separation between the temperature and density profiles calcusubstantial derivative to account for convection of rotalated by Fiscko and Chapman for argon using the DSMC tional energy due to fluid motion. Also note that Eq. (14a) technique. Fig. 7 shows the reciprocal thicknesses calcuis no longer homogeneous, but now has a thermal source lated using the nonlinear constitutive model and those exterm. Thus, the governing equations for one dimensional perimentally measured by Alsmeyer 14 . shock structure in "conservation law" form for a diatomic
The nonlinear constitutive model presented above difgas are:
fers from the the model presented The method used to solve the above equation set is simstress and heat flux in a diatomic gas as in a monatomic gas.
iliar to the one used for monatomic gases in Ref.
(10) which Application of Rotational Noneauilibrium treats the Euler terms explicitly and the viscous terms imto Shock Wave Structure plicitly. The main difference here is the non-homogeneous source term in the rotational energy equation. The equaAs mentioned above the study of shock wave structure tion set for the monatomic case is homogenous. This rein diatomic gases requires the inclusion of rotational therquires a siight modification to the numerical technique outmal nonequilibrium. A method which "fully couples" these lined in Ref.
(10). The source term here is treated in an imnonequilibrium effects into the equations describing the plicit manner similiar to the treatment of the viscous terms. fluid mechanics was chosen in this study. This is done by Details of handling source terms implicitly ara outlined in including a rotational energy equation into the continuum Refs. (15,16) . equations of motion. In order to do this the relaxation model Shock Structure Results must be transformed from the stationary forms presented above into a form which accounts for bulk fluid motion. In
The continuum technique described above was used to addition conduction of rotational energy must be included calculate shock wave structure for four combinations of in the form of the Fourier Law of Heat Conduction in both constitutive model and rotational model at eight Mach numthe rotational and total energy equations. to be in equilibrium and at 300K, and upstream pressure was
The deficiency in :-c n w model .s thought to be in the chosen to be one atm. Shock structure density and tempermeasured transition rates that were used to develop the ature profiles were normalized as shown schematically in model. Rahn, el al .l1, 12 ,13 measured the transition rates up Fig. 8 . The normalization values p2 -p, and T2 -T, were to 2000K: therefore, the curve fits suggested for the trancalculated analytically with the assumption that the downsition rates may be in error for temperatures higher than stream condition was vibrationally frozen. Table 4 summa- 2000K. This would explain the inaccuraccy in the new rorizes the normalization values for density and temperature tational model at Mach numbers higher than six where the jumps used in this work. The spatial coordinate was nordownstream temperature is in excess of 2000K. malized by the upstream mean free path as defined below.
Finally in view of the inaccuracies of both rotational models at high Mach numbers, the expression for ZR in S-- (16) the Landau-Teller equation was modified in an attempt to give correct shock reciprocal thicknesses. The value of Zl Nitrogen was modeledas having a spherically repulsive powas adjusted to 18.0 while T was maintained at 91.5K.
tential. This gave the following relation between viscosity The results of this simple modification are also presented and temperature.
in Fig. 12 and agree well with the experimental data at all ( (17) ),Mach numbers up to 11.
The temperature viscosity exponent was chosen to be 0.72. data. Due to a lack of experimental shock wave temperathat the Burnett constitutive relations yield shock reciproture profiles in nitrogen, it is unclear how well this method cal thicknesses which are slightly higher than the experireproduces the detailed structure of the nitrogen shock. mental data for argon; therefore, any differences between
In an effort to more realistically capture the true physics the computed and experimental shock thicknesses in Fig. 11 of rotational thermal nonequilibrium, an alternative to the do not allow a rigorous evaluation of the rotational model Landau-Teller equation which is based on the more rigorous employed. The nonlinear model was adjusted to give the master equation has been developed. This alternative, in correct shock thickness in argon over the range of Mach contrast to Landau-Teller, yields a rotational collision numnumbers from 1 to 11 (Fig. 7) ; therefore, the comparison of ber (Zi) dependent on T/Tt as well as Tt,and a time rate of computed and measured reciprocal thicknesses in Fig. 11 rotational energy change that is proportional to some power should provide insight as to the validity of the rotational (other than one) of the energy difference, e, (Tt) -er. This models employed, new model has accurately reproduced experimental shock The new rotational model accurately predicts shock rereciprocal thicknesses in nitrogen up to Mach 6 and slightly ciprocal thickness at Mach numbers below six; however, over predicts shock reciprocal thickness above Mach 6. It is above Mach 6 the new rotational model over predicts shock believed that the deficiency in the new model is the uncerreciprocal thickness. The Landau-Teller model using the tainity at the high temperatures found in these high Mach Lordi-Mates values for ZR agrees with experiment to only number shocks of the transition rates-extrapolated above Mach 3 and under predicts reciprocal thickness thereafter.
2000K-upon which the model is based. Fig. 3 New rotational model exponent n T, < Tt. Fig. 6 New rotational model collision number ZR.T, > Tt. 
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